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it has been more than a year since we 
established the Cambodian Journalists 
alliance association (CamboJa), a time that 
has passed quickly, yet press freedom in 
Cambodia has not improved.

CamboJa founders spent personal time 
on weekends in 2019 to establish this 
press association. our common goal was 
to establish an independent, non-partisan 
institution with a mission to strengthen 
the journalism profession, the freedom of 
the press, the independence of the media, 
and the power of the press, and to protect 
journalists.

over the past year, CamboJa has been active 
in speaking on behalf of journalists who have 
been intimidated, arrested, and imprisoned 
for doing their work.

throughout the year, CamboJa has also 
expanded. we launched the khmer and 
english news website CamboJa. as our 
membership has grown to 110 members 
across the country, we have also conducted 
extensive journalism training. 

CamboJa members come from various 
media outlets in the country, regardless of 
their political affiliation. Journalists deserve 
to have an organization like CamboJa that 
can help them when they have problem, 
including by providing moral support and 
legal protection.

letteR FRoM the 
boARD DIReCtoR

built on a strong will, passion, and the 
commitment of founding members, the 
association was officially launched on 
December 13, 2019. we rented a small 
room at a co-working space just a few hours 
after our launching ceremony. two of the 
founding members sat there to operate 
CamboJa without adequate funding—one as 
the executive Director (mr. may titthara); the 
other as a senior reporter (mr. khy sovuthy) 
writing news articles and publishing them 
on cambojanews.com. all of the founding 
members spent many weekends and 
holidays to attend meetings to form structure 
of CamboJa and introduce CamboJa to 
various stakeholders. we even donated our 
own financial resources to build our dream 
establishment—holding hands to walk 
through many challenges together. those 
obstacles included but were not limited to 
exploring funders, developing proposals, 
developing strategy and structure, etc. i have 
personally learnt a lot since embarking on 
this risky journey. 

after being elected by the board of directors 
to be the executive director in early 2020, 
i was fortunate to be able to join on this 
wonderful journey and to today present to 
you our incredible achievements. CamboJa 
recently moved to a new office space for a 
second time because of the growth in staff—
from two in December 2019 to thirteen by 
the end of 2020 (46% are women; and 50% of 
the management committee are women). we 
have mobilized support from more than 100 
journalists and media workers in the country 
(over 20% are female). we are partnering with 

letteR FRoM the 
exeCutIve DIReCtoR

we all know that this work is huge, we face 
problems both internally and externally, but 
we are working to solve them gradually. all 
jobs have their problems, but we will not 
give up and we, as the board, will continue to 
work with the executive team led by mr. nop 
Vy to improve the conditions for staff and 
to address issues that are in the interests of 
journalists in general. we are new but have 
achieved a lot as you will see in this report. 

i would like to thank mr. nop Vy for leading 
CamboJa to this point. i would also like to 
thank the founders and members of the 
board of directors for their contributions. 
they are ms. kann Vicheika, mr. sun soken, 
ms. Chan muyhong, mr. sun narin, mr nop 
Vy, ms. Cheng mengchou, mr. min pov, mr. 
pring samrang, mr. Chhorn Chansy, mr. khy 
sovuthy, mr. Dit sokthy, mr. may titthara, 
ms. Yon sineat, and ms. kong meta.

i would like to further thank our public 
and foreign donors for their support of 
CamboJa. 

thank you!

Prak Chan Thul
Chairman of the board 
of Directors

Dear friends and members of CamboJa: 

noP vy
executive Director

various local and international organizations 
to provide needed support to our members 
and standing as “the last bastion of an 
independent media in the country,” as said 
our friends at Reporters without border 
(RsF). 

although we did not win the RsF’s 2020 press 
Freedom awards, the nomination from 
Reporters without border already sends us 
a powerful message that CamboJa is vital to 
the country’s democracy and our sacrifice is 
valued.

i would like to take this opportunity to thank 
all of CamboJa’s founding members, the 
governing board of directors, which is led 
by mr. prak Chan thul, who have donated 
their valuable time and resources to build 
and lead CamboJa. i am particularly grateful 
for the board of directors who have been 
working passionately and tirelessly to 
support the executive committee to drive 
the institution toward good governance 
despite facing many impediments in the 
process. my heartfelt thanks also go to 
CamboJa’s members, donors, partners and 
other supporters who have always kept us 
motivated, provided constructive feedback, 
and expressed solidarity with CamboJa to 
build a good future of free press and restore 
access to information to the citizens.

best regards,

It is my honor to welcome you to CamboJA’s first annual report.
with this message, i would like to invite you to read our  incredible 
results after a year of running our small startup.



vIsIon

CamboJA envisions Cambodian journalists as being professional and able to 
exercise their duty to report freely, safely, securely, and without censorship or 
pressure from any party or because of their living conditions or their family and 
social status. Their professional work should build trust among people through 
their articles, which should promote the public interest and push for social justice, 
finding solutions and provoking responses from responsible stakeholders to the 
concerns raised by people. Professional journalists should benefit from their 
careers, earning appreciation and building their reputations. We believe that 
professional journalists are a national resource who can contribute to major 
achievements and compile documents that will be used as a historical record in 
the future.

Promote access to information and press 
freedom, strengthen the professionalism of 
journalists and support their livelihoods.

MIssIon

CoRe vAlue

Professionalism
This is one of CamboJA’s primary tenets. Our 
work is based on professionalism, journalistic 
skills, and a code of ethics. We work without 
fear or favor.

Integrity
We stand for integrity. Integrity, transparency, 
credibility, fairness, and reporting the truth 
are our foundations.

Freedom
We stand for the fundamental freedom 
of expression, particularly press freedom. 
We support all journalists to exercise their 
freedoms that are guaranteed by national and 
international laws. CamboJA does not support 
any action that leads to the narrowing of press 
freedom.

Responsibility
CamboJA is responsible for all of its actions 
under Cambodian laws, particularly in relation 
to its publications, content and activities.

Gender Equity
CamboJA promotes women’s participation 
in journalism. CamboJA is open to the active 
participation of women journalists at all levels.

8 9
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ouR stoRy

CamboJA was officially launched.

December 13, 2019

CamboJa received a license
from the ministry of information.

September 9, 2019

CamboJa was nominated for 
RsF’s 2020 press Freedom 
awards in the independence 
category.

November 16, 2020

CamboJa got registered at the 
ministry of interior.

December 8, 2020

CamboJa is the only independent network of professional journalists in Cambodia. it was 
officially launched on December 13, 2019, with financial support from the Embassy of Sweden 
in Cambodia, Reporters without borders (RsF), and the american Center for international 
labor solidarity (solidarity Center).

in october 2018, a year after the crackdown on independent media, unemployed professional 
journalists who formerly worked for the Cambodia Daily and RFa, along with some freelance 
journalists, met with representatives from unesCo and ohChR to discuss ways to restore 
press freedom and access to information for the Cambodian people. a month later, around 20 
journalists met to reach an agreement to establish an independent journalists network.

CamboJA was initiated by more than 20 professional journalists from different media outlets 
during a meeting on February 16, 2019 following the government’s severe crackdown on critics 
and independent media. eventually, 15 of them agreed to form the governing body of CamboJa 
and became board members, aiming to establish a sustainable independent body that could 
carry out the mission to promote access to information and press freedom, strengthen the 
professionalism of journalists, and support their livelihoods. we work to serve all journalists, 
media workers and citizen journalists working in Cambodia regardless of their membership 
status at CamboJa, level of professionalism, place of work, or political tendency. CamboJa 
received a license from the ministry of information on september 9, 2019 and registered at the 
ministry of interior on December 8, 2020 with the legal name “Cambodian Journalists alliance 
association” (CamboJa).
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1 CamboJa’s license from the interior ministry 2 translated Version  of CamboJa’s license
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About CamboJA News

with an aim to improve the lack of comprehensive and accurate news, CamboJa news mobilizes 
independent journalists to produce more credible in-depth and investigative news stories 
and publish them on our own digital outlets, including website and social media pages, with 
a strong focus on underreported issues including human rights and development. in the face 
of media restriction, the program also contributes to expanding journalistic opportunities by 
providing Cambodian journalists with story grants that enable them to report stories free from 
self-censorship and institutional pressures. CamboJa also provides employment opportunities 
at our newsroom so that journalists can continue to practice this profession on a full-time basis 
without being subject to political influence.

About Capacity Development Program

the program aims to run at least 5 trainings per year to provide members and non-member 
(citizen) journalists with the opportunities to improve their understanding, knowledge, and skills 
needed in reporting important stories in the context of the rapidly changing media landscape 
as a result of the growing influence of platform media (especially Facebook and YouTube) and 
government repression. some of the activities under this program are being supported by the 
german embassy, transparency international Cambodia, ewmi, unesCo-ipDC, usaiD and the 
u.s. state Department’s DRl grant through DanChurchaid (DCa).

About Research & Advocacy Program

this program contributes to the promotion of press freedom, freedom of expression, and the 
protection of journalists. to enable Cambodian journalists to exercise their duty freely and safely 
without censorship or pressure from any party, the program provides referral legal support 
to journalists who face legal harassment due to their journalistic work. it also studies and 
monitors the situation of media freedom in Cambodia by conducting research, investigating, 
and advocating for press freedom. Currently, some of the activities of the program are co-
funded by the german embassy and the DRl grant from the u.s. state Department through 
coordination of DCa.

by late 2020, the governing board of directors consisted of seven members working for various 
independent news outlets (including some freelance journalists). with increased support from 
various partners, more professionals have joined our team, starting from two in January to 12 
by December 2020.

on november 16, 2020, CamboJa was nominated for RsF’s 2020 press Freedom awards in the 
independence category, and it was admitted as a member of the international Federation of 
Journalists (iFJ) in early 2021.

to contribute to the promotion of press freedom, access to information, and professionalism, 
CamboJa runs three core programs in three interlinked areas including news reporting in both 
english and khmer, capacity development, and research & advocacy in line with our strategic 
plan 2020-2023.
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nop vy was CamboJa’s board Director while he was serving 
as a media director of the Cambodian Center for independent 
media (CCim)—the birthplace of CamboJa. since 2001, he has 
worked as a social worker, reporter, news editor, and editor-in-
chief. he holds bachelor’s degree in law and master’s degree 
in private law from the Royal university of law and economy 
in phnom penh and an associate degree in journalism from 
the Royal university of phnom penh. he was voted to be the 
executive Director of CamboJa in 2020.

the FounDInG 
MeMbeRs

Chhorn Chansy is currently serving as editor-in-chief for 
CamboJa news. he started his career in journalism in 2007 
at the Cambodia Daily, where he moved up the ranks from 
environmental reporter, to assignment editor, to news editor 
until the newspaper was forced to shut down in 2017. he then 
worked as freelance journalist and assistant to researchers 
before working at the Cambodian Center for independent 
media (CCim) as a consultant responsible for coordinating 
freelance journalists, providing mentorship to interns, and 
managing the VoD english website. he was also a trainer for 
the newsroom Cambodia project at CCim, which provides 
practical journalism training to young reporters until he was 
voted by CamboJa’s board of directors to be editor-in-chief of 
CamboJa news.  

Prak Chan Thul started his career as a journalist at leisure 
Cambodia in 2002, right after graduating with a bachelor’s in 
english. after about a year, he won a scholarship to study at 
the independent Journalism Foundation (iJF) in phnom penh 
and was later hired as a stringer for the spanish news wire 
eFe before moving on to work for the Chinese news agency 
Xinhua. after a short stint at Xinhua, in 2004 the siem Reap 
native joined the Cambodia Daily as a journalist covering 
courts and general news and later worked as an assignment 
editor, before leaving for Reuters in 2010. 

Pring Samrang has been a professional photojournalist for 
many years. he worked for Cambodge soir newspaper from 
2005 until 2008, for the Cambodia Daily from 2008 to 2011 
and for Reuters from 2011 until 2020. he has also provided 
photojournalism training to many young Cambodians.

Cheng Mengchou was a freelance journalist and full-
time journalism lecturer at the Department of media and 
Communication at the Royal university of phnom penh, where 
she did her bachelor’s in media management, before serving 
at CamboJa as a communications and resource mobilization 
coordinator. previously, she was a news reporter, newscaster, 
and election coverage coordinator for Radio Free asia (RFa 
khmer service) before its phnom penh bureau was forced to 
shut down in 2017. she was also coordinating RFa khmer’s 
coverage during the 2018 general elections while undertaking 
a master’s degree in global citizenship, identities, and human 
rights, from the university of nottingham in the united 
kingdom through the Chevening scholarship programme.

kann vicheika is a freelance journalist covering stories 
related to politics, human rights, social justice, and social 
issues. she is currently a trainer for the newsroom Cambodia 
project of the Cambodian Center for independent media 
(CCim) and a trainer for the media and information literacy 
project of Dw akademie. Vicheika is also a core member of 
Politikoffee, a group of young, enthusiastic, and social media-
savvy Cambodians who love political, social, and economics 
discussion and debate. she graduated from the Royal 
university of law and economics in 2010 with a bachelor’s 
degree in law.
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kong Meta is working as a freelance journalist, researcher, and 
fixer. She is also pursuing a master’s degree in communication 
and development studies at ohio university in america 
through the Civil society leadership awards (Csla). after 
graduating from the Royal university of phnom penh in 2013 
with a bachelor’s degree in media management, she engaged 
in communication work by producing social media content for 
state radio under the Cambodian Communication assistance 
project funded by the australian broadcasting Corporation 
international Development (abC iD). she joined the phnom 
penh post as a reporter in 2016 and resigned from her position 
in February 2019 after the newspaper was taken over by a pR 
company.

Sun Sokhen is currently the editor-in-chief for the Voice of 
Democracy (VoD) at the Cambodian Center for independent 
media (CCim). serving in journalism since 2013, sokhen began 
as an intern reporter, freelance reporter, and fixer, before 
becoming an editor for VoD in 2018. in 2020, he was promoted 
to editor-in-chief. he majored in in teaching english as a foreign 
language and obtained a bachelor’s degree in education from 
institute of Foreign languages, Royal university of phnom 
penh in 2015. he has participated in many journalism trainings 
and workshops both locally and internationally.

yon Sineat worked with labor rights ngos from 2009 to 
2014 before becoming a freelance translator and fixer. In 
June 2017, sineat joined the phnom penh post where she 
mainly covered labor issues, human trafficking and slavery, 
and women’s rights. sineat quit the phnom penh post after 
the newspaper was taken over by a pR company in may 2018 
and returned to freelancing. her reporting has appeared in a 
range of publications including ucanews.com, liCasnew.com, 
south China morning post, al Jazeera, Voa, Dw, cambojanews.
com, new naratif, and VoD.

Min Pov is an editor with Voice of Democracy (VoD) of the 
Cambodian Center for independent media (CCim), covering 
politics, governance, environment, and human rights. he 
is responsible for the breaking news section, assigning 
reporters on daily coverage, editing news and handling 
national and international news for the VoD website (www.
vodhotnews.com). min pov received a three-month training 
in radio journalism by CCim in 2009 before becoming a radio 
reporter for VoD. he obtained a bachelor’s degree in political 
science from khemarak university (Cambodia) in 2016.

May Titthara served as the executive Director of CamboJa 
from its inception in september 2019 through mid-2020 before 
working as a media specialist for internews. he has 20 years 
of experience in journalism. he worked as executive editor of 
the khmer times and was a reporter and national news editor 
for the phnom penh post for nine years, where he won several 
international media awards for his investigative reporting 
on illegal logging carried out by powerful Cambodians. he is 
currently also serving as a part-time journalism lecturer at a 
private university.

Sun narin is a reporter with Voice of america (Voa), where 
his investigative stories cover politics, elections, social issues, 
land disputes, the garment sector, enterprise, and the 
environment. his reporting has also appeared in the wall 
street Journal, the new York times, the Financial times, abC 
australia and al Jazeera. he has been working in the journalism 
field for almost a decade after graduating with a bachelor’s 
in media management from the Department of media and 
Communications, and a bachelor’s in english literature from 
the institute of Foreign languages, Royal university of phnom 
penh, in 2011.
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Chan Muyhong is a freelance communication consultant, 
reporter, and fixer. She holds a bachelor’s degree in 
media management from the Department of media and 
Communication (DmC) at the Royal university of phnom 
penh (2013) and an master’s degree in culture, media and 
society awarded by lancaster university (2016). in brief, she 
has worked as business reporter for the phnom penh post 
newspaper (2013-2015), a Young Research Fellow at Future 
Forum (2017), a correspondent for Japanese news agency 
nna under kyodo news (2017), a project manager for khmer 
Rouge storytelling mobile app mapping memories Cambodia 
(mmC), and a part-time lecturer in entrepreneurial Journalism 
at the DmC (2018).

Dit Sokthy is currently an editor for the Voice of Democracy 
(VOD) under its parent non-profit organization Cambodian 
Center for independent media (CCim). he has been in the 
journalism field since 2007, developing from a news translator, 
to novice reporter, sub-editor, and then editor. he graduated 
with a degree in history from the Royal university of phnom 
penh. having spent more than a decade in the journalism 
field, he has participated in regional and global trainings 
and workshops, especially a wide range of orientations in 
investigative journalism.

the GoveRnInG 
boARD oF DIReCtoRs 
(as of the end of 2020)

+ kann Vicheika submitted her resignation on march 1, 2021 due to personal reasons.
  Her resignation goes into effect on April 1, 2021.
+ Yon sineat submitted her resignation on nov 22, 2020 due to personal reasons.
  Her resignation was in effect a month later, according to the Bylaws of CamboJA. 

prAK cHAN tHUL

Board Director

mAy tittHArA

Board Member
SUN NAriN

Board Member
miN pov

Board Member
yoN SiNeAt

Board Member

21

khy Sovuthy is a senior reporter at CamboJa news. Vuthy 
reported for the Cambodia Daily for almost a decade before 
it was shut down in 2017. he later worked for the khmer 
times before joining CamboJa in 2019. Vuthy completed 
various journalism trainings in Cambodia and abroad, 
including investigative Reporting by internews in Cambodia in 
2008, engaging media for social accountability in 2009, and 
leadership and management skill in thailand and singapore 
in 2014 and 2015 respectively. he graduated with a bachelor’s 
degree in english literature from norton university in 2014. 

SUN SoKHeN

1st Deputy Board Director
KANN vicHeiKA

2nd Deputy Board Director
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the exeCutIve teAM

Research and Advocacy Program

hiM khorTieTh
(Research & advocacy manager)

Teung Seila 
(Research & advocacy assistant)

Communications

Cheng MengChou
(Communications & Resource mobilization Coordinator)

Chan Phearun 
(it Coordinator/webmaster)

Finance and Adminstration

Srun raTha
(Finance & admin manager) 

TuM SokrakSa
(accountant)

The Management Committee

noP vy
(executive Director)  

Chhorn ChanSy
(editor-in-Chief)

Cheng MengChou 
(Communications & Resource mobilization Coordinator)

Srun raTha 
(Finance & admin manager)

CamboJA News

Chhorn ChanSy
(editor-in-chief) 

khy SovuThy
(senior Reporter)

Capacity Development Program

ly you y
(Capacity Development manager)

Phuon kongkea
(Capacity Development Officer)

khuon nariM
(senior Reporter)

Sorn SaraTh
(senior Reporter)
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suMMARy oF CAMboJA 
AChIeveMents 
(December 13, 2019 until December 31, 2020)

Mobilized support from 100 Cambodian journalists, media workers, and citizen 
journalists to become CamboJa members; more than 23% are women

increased fundraising efforts for our office operation and staff recruitment. 
Moved from sharing a working space to an independent office and from 
employing only one senior reporter to hiring 12 staff members

strengthened legal status of the association by registering with the ministry of 
interior and having our license renewed with the ministry of information

expanded partnership and engagement with stakeholders including media, 
local, regional and international organizations, as well as the government 

Created digital platforms for information sharing and communicating with the 
public and beneficiaries (through social media platforms and websites:
www.camboja.net and www.cambojanews.com and khmer.cambojanews.com)

Developed policy framework and organizational structure for internal 
management and leadership

increased advocacy actions on key issues affecting the rights and safety of 
journalism, press freedom, access to information, and freedom of expression

promoted accountable and quality journalism by delivering capacity 
development opportunities to member and non-member journalists, and 
producing useful resources in khmer language for local journalists

restored opportunities for journalists to deliver accurate and objective 
information to the public 

promoted access to legal support and mental health counselling service 

promoted safety for journalists during the CoViD-19 pandemic

The major CamboJA achievements during the past year include:

thanks to the strong commitment of our founding members who have many years of experience 
in journalism, some critical initial steps have been taken to ensure self-regulation for CamboJa 
news. one of the key milestones achieved in July 2020 was the establishment of the code of 
ethics and editorial policy in khmer language, which aims to set a clear professional and ethical 
standard for CamboJa news to operate based on the guiding principle of public interest. 

Starting with just one full-time senior reporter after the official launch of CamboJA News on 
December 13, 2019, the newsroom recruited two more senior reporters in 2020 to work on a 
full-time basis and consistently offered reporting opportunities to 11 freelance reporters, four 
of whom are women, as well as to photo and video journalists, many of whom had lost their 
jobs following the 2017 independent media crackdown. Five other journalists have also signed 
contracts with CamboJa to provide translation services. though still tiny, the newsroom has a 
big courageous heart. guided by the principle of public interest, every journalist at CamboJa 
pays great attention to the big and sensitive issues in Cambodia such as human rights, labor 
conditions, migration, and politics, which are usually underreported—or ignored entirely—
by government-friendly media. in total, more than  200 english language news pieces were 
published by the end of 2020.

AChIeveMents oF 
CAMboJA neWs

On September 9, 2020, which marked the first anniversary of CamboJA since it was legally 
recognized by the Ministry of Information, the Khmer webpage of CamboJA News was officially 
launched through funding support from the american Center for international labor solidary 
(solidarity Center) and donations from some of the founding members, the board of directors, 
staffs and CamboJA members. By December 2020, about 70 articles were translated into Khmer 
and distributed to our audience through Facebook as well as the website. 
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CAMboJA neWs WebsIte 
peRFoRMAnCe 
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CAMboJA neWs soCIAl MeDIA

CamboJa news

CamboJa news

CamboJa news khmer

CamboJa news khmer
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through a one-year grant from the german embassy in Cambodia, starting from may 2020, 
and a two-year DRl grant through DCa on Fundamental Freedoms under the us Department 
of state, starting from october 2020, CamboJa has been monitoring the country’s journalism 
situation and recording various types of harassments including legal threats, detention, 
imprisonment, and violence. The findings are documented in an annual report entitled 
“Cambodian Journalism Situation 2020,” which was released to the public in the first quarter 
of 2021.

AChIeveMents oF ReseARCh 
& ADvoCACy pRoGRAM

since may 2020, the Research & 
advocacy team has also monitored court 
proceedings of some cases that concern 
the media including those against former 
Radio Free asia journalists uon Chhin 
and Yeang sothearin, former Cambodia 
Daily reporters aun pheap and Zsombor 
peter, sok oudom, and Ros sokhet. the 
team also advocates for justice. 

in other cases, the team has taken 
immediate action by drawing public 
attention to all journalist-related 
problems through press releases, (joint) 
statements, and advocacy videos. the 
advocacy team has also been playing a 
crucial role to coordinate the provision 
of legal and mental health support 
for both member- and non-member 
journalists at risk. by the end of 2020, 
CamboJa has established partnerships 
with various institutions such as the 
Community legal education Center 
(CleC), Cambodian Center for human 
Rights (CCHR), and a law firm to provide 
legal support to journalists especially 
CamboJa’s members. we actively 
collaborate with all partners who aspire 
to offer support and protection to the 
media. 

in 2020, family members of two detained journalists, Ros sokhet and sok oudom, sought legal 
assistance from CamboJa. through CamboJa’s coordination, the two journalists received the 
requested support from CamboJa’s partners. 

through funding support from solidarity Center, CamboJa conducted two studies in 2020: 
“media Coverage of Cambodian labor issues: a study of 11 media outlets” and “the impacts 
of CoViD-19 on Cambodian Journalists.” both were published in December 2020. the post of 
“media Coverage of Cambodian labor issues” has reached 1,185 Facebook users, while the 
post of “the impacts of CoViD-19 on Cambodian Journalists” has reached 580 people as of 
april 2021. the reports were also disseminated to 91 member and non-member journalists of 
CamboJa through our mailing list.
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Highlights of Events CamboJA Has Organized and Participated 
in to Raise Awareness of Media-related Issues and Advocate for 
Rights and Freedoms

by the end of 2020, CamboJa participated in at least 10 national and regional events, 
advocating and raising awareness of media freedom-related issues 

April 28, 2020 (Virtual Panel Discussion)
CamboJa organized and participated in a virtual panel discussion on “Challenges in Reporting 
on the CoViD-19 pandemic”
https://www.facebook.com/100130748124891/videos/2672969603029114

May 3, 2020 (World Press Freedom Day) 
CamboJa organized and participated in a virtual dialogue on independent media, press 
freedom, and access to information in the context of the CoViD-19 pandemic 
https://www.facebook.com/100130748124891/videos/560275064869615

June 13, 2020 (Open Cybertalk)
CamboJa co-organized open Cybertalk, raising public awareness of disinformation, access to 
information, and citizen journalism
https://www.facebook.com/events/698074267621744

September 9, 2020 (The First Anniversary of CamboJA)
CamboJA’s board of directors, management committee, staff, and members took the 
opportunity of CamboJA’s first anniversary celebration to provide updates to partners and 
donors about CamboJa’s progress and challenges and to mobilize further support. 

September 28, 2020 (Press Conference on Access to Information)
to mark the international Day for universal access to information, CamboJa, the advocacy 
and policy institute (api), the Cambodian Center for independent media (CCim), and 
transparency international Cambodia (ti Cambodia) jointly organized a press conference 
called “we need to know” on september 28, 2020, at sunway hotel.  
https://cambojanews.com/ngos-call-for-changes-to-draft-law-on-access-to-information/

September 28, 2020 (International Day for Universal Access to Information) 
CamboJa joined unesCo’s event to commemorate the international Day for universal access 
to information 

October 24-31, 2020 (The Ninth Annual Global Celebration of Global Media and 
Information Literacy)
CamboJa joint the ninth annual global celebration of global media and information literacy 
(mil) with unesCo, which took place from october 24-31, 2020, under the theme “Resisting 
Disinfodemic: media and information literacy for everyone and, by everyone.” to celebrate 
Global MIL week, UNESCO Phnom Penh Office designed 10 posters in Khmer language for the 

10-day social media campaign. CamboJa joined the campaign by publishing the 10 posters on 
the same date with unesCo.

November 2, 2020 (The International Day to End Impunity for Crimes against 
Journalists) 
to commemorate the international Day to end impunity for Crimes against Journalists, 
CamboJa joined 56 other ngos calling on the government to set free the arbitrarily detained 
journalists, drop the apparently politically motivated charges against journalists, and restore 
media freedom.
https://www.facebook.com/CambodianJournalistsalliance/posts/219547482849883

November 26, 2020 (The International Day for the Elimination of Violence against 
Women)
CamboJa joined unesCo to mark the international Day for the elimination of Violence against 
Women on November 25, 2020 and launch the preliminary findings of UNESCO’s global survey 
on online violence against women journalists, to which more than 1200 journalists from 
across the world responded. The initial finding shows that 73% of women journalists say they 
have experienced online violence in the course of their work, including threats of physical and 
sexual violence, along with digital security attacks.
https://www.facebook.com/CambodianJournalistsalliance/posts/229899205148044

December 9, 2020 (The Launch of Annual Corruption Index 2020)
CamboJa’s executive Director was one of the panelists at the launch event of the annual 
Corruption index 2020 organized by transparency international Cambodia (ti Cambodia), 
discussing the role of media in fighting corruption. 
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lIst oF Key ADvoCACy ACtIons

No. types of Actions Subject Date involved institutions Link

1 statement CamboJa Concerned over Conviction of Radio station owner sok oudom 22-Dec-2020 CamboJa https://bit.ly/3gr18vo

2 Video where is justice for journalists? 
(to commemorate the international Day to end impunity for Crimes against
Journalists)

2-nov-2020 CamboJa https://bit.ly/3edtfqt

3 Joint statement Media groups call on authorities to step up fights against impunity for
crimes against journalists (to commemorate the international Day to end
impunity for Crimes against Journalists)

2-nov-2020 CamboJa, CCim, opCC, iFJ https://bit.ly/3x9ZlqQ

4 statement CamboJa appeals to stakeholders to engage in improving the participation
of women in journalism

26-oct-2020 CamboJa https://bit.ly/3tybXef

5 statement Journalists continue to be persecuted while on duty 23-oct-2020 CamboJa, CCim https://bit.ly/3almYYC

6 statement CamboJa Concerned by Conviction of sovann Rithy for CoViD-19 
Related Reporting

5-oct-2020 CamboJa https://bit.ly/3svYvus

7 statement CamboJa appeals to stakeholders to engage in improving the participation of 
women in journalism

26-oct-2020 CamboJA, Ministry of Information, Ministry of Women Affairs https://bit.ly/3goDz6j

8 statement CamboJa Deeply Concerned about Violence against Journalists 30-sep-2020 CamboJa https://bit.ly/3n2gxnh

9 Joint press Confer-
ence & statement

access to information Draft law 28-sep-2020 CamboJa, tiC, api, CCim https://bit.ly/3gmDabF

10 statement the continuation of court proceedings against journalists remains an obstacle 
to freedom of expression and press freedom in Cambodia

15-Jul-2020 CamboJa https://bit.ly/2p4zg56

11 Virtual event open Cyber talk 13-Jun-2020 10 local organizations https://bit.ly/3tydtiq

12 Joint statement Release imprisoned journalists and end media crackdown 18-may-2020 131 Civil societies https://bit.ly/2Qxcfrp

13 Virtual event Commemoration of world press Freedom Day 3-may-2020 CamboJa, ministry of information, women’s media Center https://bit.ly/3gopb9a

14 Virtual event panel Discussion on Challenges in Reporting on the CoViD-19 pandemic 28-apr-2020 CamboJa, CCim, ministry of health, who, unesCo, CDC us https://bit.ly/3glomya

15 online Campaign accurate and safe Reporting on the CoViD-19 pandemic apr-2020 CamboJa, CCim, wmC, unesCo https://bit.ly/3ghmJsi

16 Joint statement CamboJa and the opCC call for release of sovann Rithy 11-apr-2020 CamboJa, opCC https://bit.ly/2Qb33mr

17 Joint statement Civil society organizations call on Cambodian court to drop all charges
against journalists 

22-Dec-2019 CamboJa, CChR, CCim https://bit.ly/3eutZwv

(Dec 2019-Dec 2020)
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AChIeveMents oF CApACIty 
DevelopMent pRoGRAM

Training on Labor Rights Reporting

labor relations is a major issue in Cambodia where more than 800,000 people are employed as 
garment workers. to contribute to the improvement of access to information on this important 
sector, CamboJa conducted a two-day training on labor rights issues to improve journalists’ 
understanding of the labor law and the national security Fund (nsF), and to promote best 
practices in labor reporting. the training was held on January 24 – 25, 2020 at sunway hotel 
in phnom penh for 22 journalists (40% were women). it was supported by the american 
Center for international labor solidarity (solidarity Center). according training survey results, 
approximately 70% of the trainees have reported increased understanding of labor rights-
related issues.

with funding support from the american Center for international labor solidarity (solidarity 
Center), CamboJa produced 150 safety kits with face masks and alcohols. more than 80% of 
the safety kits were disseminated to CamboJA members, staff, founders, and board members. 

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, CamboJA, through financial support from the UNESCO 
office in Phnom Penh, produced guidelines for journalists to report safely and accurately during 
the pandemic. based on the reporting guidelines, a series of posters were circulated on social 
media to raise awareness of ethical and safety aspects of pandemic reporting. 
In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, CamboJA, through financial support from the UNESCO 
office in Phnom Penh, produced guidelines for journalists to report safely and accurately during 
the pandemic. based on the reporting guidelines, a series of posters were circulated on social 
media to raise awareness of ethical and safety aspects of pandemic reporting. 

Science Talks

to promote science-based reporting in Cambodia, four science talks were organized in 
collaboration with Canal France international (CFi) and open Development Cambodia (oDC) 
between June and December 2020 in Phnom Penh. These touched upon various scientific 
topics such as the state of CoViD-19 research in Cambodia, the CoViD-19 vaccine, drought in 
the mekong basin, waste management, and soil quality. the goal was to give journalists access 
to recent and reliable data about specific issues related to sustainable development and the 
environment in Cambodia and in the region. 

SCienCe Talk #1
Date: June 4, 2020
Topic: “the state of CoViD-19 research in 
Cambodia” 
experts: Dr. Duong Veasna & Dr. horm 
srey Viseth, Virologists at pasteur institute

SCienCe Talk #2
Date: July 23, 2020
Topic: “Drought in the mekong basin”
expert: mr. ix hour, Drought expert
at mekong River Commission

SCienCe Talk #3
Date: november 27, 2020
Topic: “waste management in Cambodia”
experts:

mr. andrew Durke, Chief operating 
Officer of OBOR Capital and member of 
the board of directors of global action 
for environment awareness plc (gaea 
plC)
ms. Ran saruom, business service 
manager, gaea plC Co., ltd.

SCienCe Talk #4
Date: December 16, 2020
Topic: “soil Quality in Cambodia”
expert: mr. leng Vira, technical and 
Scientific Coordinator, Conservation 
agriculture service Center, Department of 
agricultural land Resources management, 
general Department of agriculture
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Follow uP on SCienCe TalkS #1
Date: December 18, 2020
Topic: “what we should know about 
the CoViD-19 Vaccine”
experts: 

Dr. socorro escalante, technical 
Officer and Medicines Policy 
Advisor, WHO Regional Office for 
the Western Pacific
Dr. lauren baril, Director, institute 
of pasteur du Cambodge

Training on Safety Protection for Journalists

about 20 journalists from various media outlets in phnom penh and several provinces 
participated in a three-day training on safety protection on september 28-30, 2020, which was 
funded by the german embassy to Cambodia. experienced journalists, human rights expert 
from ohChR, media development expert from unesCo, and digital security experts were 
invited to share their knowledge with participants to increase awareness and understanding 
of risk assessment and protection measures that are crucially important to journalistic work.

Developing Universal Health Coverage Reporting Guideline

in partnership with khana to promote universal health coverage (uhC), CamboJa has 
produced a guiding tool for promoting and engaging journalists in advocacy efforts on UHC at 
the country level. the universal health Coverage guide was developed through consultation 
with journalists from various media outlets and health experts from different organizations 
such as khana and the health action Coordination Committee (haCC).  around 17 journalists 
from a variety of news media attended the half-day consultative workshop on July 14, 2020 in 
phnom penh to provide their input.

After the UHC Guide was finalized and approved by KHANA and donors, CamboJA translated 
it into khmer and launched it on october 14, 2020. in addition, CamboJa and khana also 
organized a competition for journalists reporting on health-related topics. two uhC champions 
were selected. 
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Translating UNESCO Handbook “Story-based Inquiry” into Khmer 

Training on Social Accountability Reporting

as a subgrant recipient from transparency 
international Cambodia (ti Cambodia), 
CamboJa successfully conducted a 
training on “news Reporting on social 
accountability and gender Responsive 
public service Delivery” on october 23 – 24, 
2020 and launched a competition on social 
accountability reporting on november 10, 
2020. 

through a public announcement of the training opportunity, 19 young professional journalists, 
freelance journalists, and trainees were recruited to attend the two-day training. unfortunately, 
the new wave of CoViD-19 in the country has caused some delay to the award ceremony. the 
event was set to be held in December 2020, and later extended to February 2021, when it had 
to be delayed again. a journalism skills trainer and external experts on good governance and 
social accountability were involved throughout the implementation of the project.

A significant lack of capacity has been 
identified among Cambodian journalists 
in conducting investigative reporting on 
issues such as poor governance, corruption, 
land and natural resource management, 
deforestation, education, and health. 
through the grant from unesCo ipDC, 
CamboJa has translated and published 
unesCo’s handbook “story-based inquiry: 
a manual for investigative journalists” 
into khmer, serving as a key resource for 
strengthening capacity of journalists on 
producing quality and critical news. the key 
content of the handbook has been used to 
develop lesson plans for a five-day training 
on investigative journalism which was 
conducted in early 2021. the khmer version 
of the handbook is planned to be launched 
along with the trainees’ investigative report.

CamboJA’s First Dialogue on “Women and Journalism”

With funding support from the US Embassy, CamboJA organized its first high-level dialogue on 
women in journalism on october 3, 2020. 

prior to the event, a brief assessment was conducted online to explore the experiences of 
female journalists especially in relation to sexual harassment. the result of this survey provided 
a preliminary insight for the organizers to understand the main concern of women journalists.

the event was designed as two separate workshops within one day: a consultative workshop 
and an open dialogue. 

the morning session of the event was only open to female journalists, who were invited, 
while the afternoon workshop was open to the public and featured a panel discussion with 
panelists from various institutions such as her excellency Chea sundaneth, undersecretary 
of state of the  ministry of information, his excellency the Chhunhak, Director general of 
Gender Equality and Economics Development Department at the Ministry of Women’s Affairs 
(MoWA), Mr. Sek Sophorn, Attorney at Law at R&L Law office, Khan Leakhena, female reporter 
at Voice of Democracy (VoD) under the Cambodia Center for independent media (CCim). 

in total, 50 professionals including female journalists and media professionals working in 
print, broadcast, and online news media, along with various stakeholders participated to 
discuss the main challenges facing female journalists while working in the field, including 
issues of sexual harassment in all forms (verbal, physical and online).
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CAMboJA FACebooK

since its establishment and formal launch on December 13, 2019, CamboJa has focused on its 
organizational development which includes strengthening its governing structure, developing 
policy and internal procedures, human resource development, strengthening partnerships 
and resource mobilization. 

As a result, CamboJA has developed and has been applying staff policy, financial management 
procedures, and legal support guidelines. CamboJa has developed its bylaws and submitted 
them to the ministry of interior in late 2020. CamboJa was registered as an association on 
December 8, 2020. 

CamboJa’s board meets regularly once per month to drive strategic direction of the association 
during the initial phase of building structure, policy, and applying for a license from the ministry 
of interior to operate as an association. according to the bylaws, CamboJa’s governing board 
holds at least four regular meeting per year. 

oRGAnIzAtIon 
AnD FInAnCes

Annual Reflection Meeting

CamboJA organized its first annual reflection meeting November 20 – 24, 2020 in Kampot 
province. Ten CamboJA’s staff members, one CamboJA member, and six CamboJA board 
members and founders participated in the meeting (seven of whom were women). 

Through the meeting, participants had the chance to strengthen solidarity and reflect on the 
key progress, achievements, challenges, and lesson learned as well as identify key strategic 
ways forwards for the institution to grow and prepare for foreseeable challenges in accordance 
with CamboJa’s vision and mission. as a key result from the meeting, a 2021 global work plan 
and a budget plan were developed and submitted to the governing board for approval.
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Monitoring & Evaluation 

As 2020 came to an end, CamboJA ramped up its efforts to develop a Monitoring & Evaluation 
framework to track and measure its achievements, and progress of all projects and the whole 
organization. an m&e consultant was commissioned to develop a global m&e plan as well as 
an M&E framework for each project. The first orientation on the framework and data collection 
tool was provided to CamboJA staff on December 16, 2020.

Finance

Since the official launch on December 13, 2019, CamboJA has survived through generous 
support from founding members, membership fees, and project grants from multiple donors 
and partners. During the 2020 financial year, we mobilized just over USD 280,000 most of 
which was project-based funding. this support during the initial phase of CamboJa work has 
been invaluable in creating the foundations for organizational stability and development in the 
absence of core funding.  we are very thankful to all of the following partners and donors for 
their contribution.

1. unesCo 

2. the american Center for international labor solidarity (solidarity Center)

3. the german embassy to Cambodia 

4. Canal France international (CFi)

5. The French Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs

6. usaiD

7. the us embassy to Cambodia

8. the us Department of state’s DRl grant on Fundamental Freedoms

9. DanChurchaid (DCa)

10. east west management institute (ewmi)

11. transparency international Cambodia (tiC)

12. khana

CamboJa continues to look to diversify its source of funding. a sustainability plan will be 
developed in 2021 with strategic support from DanChurchaid to set the direction for CamboJa’s 
resource mobilization efforts. 

CamboJA’s Annual Income (as of Dec 2020)
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CAMboJA In the neWs

No. Headline institution Date of publication Language Link

1 សម្ព័ន្ធអ្នកសារព័ត៌មាន ខេមបូចា ថាការដាក់ទោសមា្ចេស់សា្ថេនីយ៍វិទេយុស្ទឹងសេនរំលោភរដ្ឋធម្មនុញ្ញ Radio France internationale (RFi ) 23-Dec-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3weJsiy

2 ខេមបូចា បង្ហេញក្ដីបារម្ភកេេយតុលាការកំពង់ឆ្នេំងផ្តន្ទាេទោសចាងហ្វេងសា្ថេនីយវិទេយុមួយ Voice of Democracy (VoD) 23-Dec-2020 https://bit.ly/3m8oYYp

3 Journalist sentenced to 20 months in jail khmertimes 23-Dec-2020 english https://bit.ly/3faixgd

4 Cambodia sentences journalist sok oudom to 20 months in prison Commitee to protect journlaists (CpJ) 22-Dec-2020 english https://bit.ly/31zmhuh

5 provincial journalist convicted for reporting military-linked land dispute CamboJa news 22-Dec-2020 english https://bit.ly/39tnacC

6 Journalist alleges threats from Kratie Military Police official over illegal logging story CamboJa news 12-Dec-2020 english https://bit.ly/3m6sCao

7 ការកំណត់ និង សិទ្ធិទទួលបានព័ត៌មានដេលមានគុណភាព women's Radio 09-Dec-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3ekwpsD

8 សម្ព័ន្ធអ្នកសារព័ត៌មានកម្ពុាអំពាវនវឲេយរដា្ឋេភិបាលចាត់ចេងវ៉េក់សាំងកូវីដ១៩ដល់អ្នកសារព័ត៌មាន ក្នុងាទិភាពដំបូង Radio France internationale (RFi ) 9-Dec-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3cF93tq

9 លោកណុប វី៖ ទោះាមិនទទួលបានពានពីអង្គកការអ្នកាយការណ៍គ្មេនពេំដេន តេខេមបូចានឹងខិតខំបន្ថេមៅឆ្នេំកេេយ Radio France internationale (RFi ) 9-Dec-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3reRduQ

10 Case against Cambodia Daily reporters withdrawn but press freedom attacks persist CamboJa news 27-nov-2020 english https://bit.ly/39vbyRJ

11 តុលាការខេត្តរតនគិរីទមា្លេក់ចោលការចោទបេកាន់លើអតីតអ្នកកាសេត the Cambodia Daily Voice of america (Voa khmer) 25-nov-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3cbusnm

12 លោក ហ៊ុន សេន ដាក់គោលដៅប្ដឹងអ្នកសារព័ត៌មានដេលសេង់សម្ដីលោកបាត់ខ្លឹមសារ Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 25-nov-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/31CpJ2w

13 តុលាការទមា្លេក់បទចោទបេឆំងនឹងអតីតអ្នកកាសេត ខេមបូឌា ដេលី ពីរនក់ Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 24-nov-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3sRgsen

14 amid CoViD Censorship, news websites Find ways to stay online Voice of america (Voa khmer) 23-nov-2020 english https://bit.ly/2pkikhk

15 Does CamboJA offer a glimmer of hope for press freedom in Cambodia? southeast asia globe (globe_) 23-nov-2020 english https://bit.ly/3siz61Y

16 CamboJa ាប់ឈ្មេះៅក្នុងបញ្ជី អ្នកដេលគេយកទៅពិនិតេយ ដើមេបីផ្តល់រង្វេន់សេរីភាពសារព័ត៌មាន Radio France internationale (RFi ) 18-nov-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3rbCJFh

17 សាលាដំបូងខេត្តកំពង់ឆ្នេំង លើកពេលបេកាសសាលកេម មា្ចេស់សា្ថេនីយវិទេយុ និងគេហទំព័រកាសេត រិទ្ធិសេន Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 18-nov-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/39vrwqh

18 ៣ឆ្នេំនេការចាប់ខ្លួនអតីតអ្នកយកព័ត៌មានាសុីសេរីទាំងពីររូប Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 14-nov-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3m8Zaqo

19 another journalist convicted for incitement, sentenced to 18 months CamboJa news 11-nov-2020 english https://bit.ly/3ubexvm

20 Cambodia must end legal attacks on media, Rights groups say Voice of america 9-nov-2020 english https://bit.ly/31xb1uf

21 user lab explores youth media engagement in Cambodia Dw  akademie 6-nov-2020 english https://bit.ly/3m4hc2k

22 kampong Chhnang Journalist Denies inciting Villagers against military CamboJa news 4-nov-2020 english https://bit.ly/3cFkine

23 ministry plans meeting with media phnom penh post (ppp) 3-nov-2020 english https://bit.ly/3seq2v1

24 “international Day to end impunity for Crime against Journalist” CChR podcasts 3-nov-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3sRhdhz

25 Cambodia’s government should stop silencing Journalists, media outlets human Right watch 2-nov-2020 english https://bit.ly/39tnlus
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26 ngos: stop oppressing journalists and limiting free speech phnom penh post (ppp) 2-nov-2020 english https://bit.ly/3dlis3l

27 អង្គកការសង្គកមសុីវិល និងសា្ថេប័នសារព័ត៌មាន ស្នើឱេយផ្ដល់យុត្តិធម៌ និងឱេយដោះលេងអ្នកសារព័ត៌មាន Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 2-nov-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/39ru79d

28 កេុមសិទ្ធិមនុសេស ស្នើរដា្ឋេភិបាលកម្ពុាឲេយទមា្លេក់ចោលបទឧកេិដ្ឋបេឆំងអ្នកសារព័ត៌មាន Voice of america (Voa khmer) 2-nov-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3m7DYlq

29 សមត្ថកិច្ចកំពុងសេេវជេេវរកជនបង្កហិងេសាលើអ្នកកាសេត ខណៈសម្ព័ន្ធអ្នកសារព័ត៌មានកម្ពុា បង្ហេញក្តីពេួយយបារម្ភ phnom penh post (ppp) 2-nov-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3dlis3l

30 អ្នកសារព័ត៌មានមានតួនទីសំខាន់ក្នុងការាយការណ៍ពីភាពអសកម្មក្នុងសង្គកម newsroom Cambodia 27-oct-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3rD52u1

31 ‘Cheat khmer’ publisher pleads guilty to incitement but denies wider conspiracy CamboJa news 27-oct-2020 english https://bit.ly/3fu9g4n

32 អង្គកការឃ្លេំមើលអ្នកសារព័ត៌មានអំពាវនវឲេយបញេឈប់ការធ្វើទុក្ខបុកម្នេញលើអ្នកកាសេតៅកម្ពុា Radio France internationale (RFi ) 26-oct-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3wcivFm

33 Civil society Calls for end to intimidation of Journalists in Cambodia thmeythmey 26-oct-2020 english https://bit.ly/3ubeYpu

34 CamboJa និង CCim ៖ អ្នកសារព័ត៌មានៅតេរងការគំាមកំហេង និងាាំងពេលចុះយកព័ត៌មាន Radio Veritas asia khmer 23-oct-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3rDDdue

35 CamboJa អំពាវនវឲេយតុលាការទមា្លេក់ចោលបទចោទលើអតីតអ្នកសារព័ត៌មាន២រូប Radio France internationale (RFi ) 21-oct-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/31C2ul6

36 សិទ្ធិសេរីភាពសារព័ត៌មានតាមបេព័ន្ធអ៊ីនធឺណិតនពេលបច្ចុបេបន្ន Cambodian Center for human Rights 16-oct-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/39raRZC

37 សង្គកមសុីវិលជំរុញឱេយផេសាយពីបញ្ហេសុខភាពទូលំទូលាយ ដើមេបីពលរដ្ឋបេុងបេយ័ត្ន phnom penh post (ppp) 16-oct-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/31CcrrX

38 Call for better health education phnom penh post (ppp) 14-oct-2020 english https://bit.ly/3cbVpXg

39 Cambodia: government promises to increase protection of female journalists international Federation of Journalists (iFJ) 12-oct-2020 english https://bit.ly/3rbb3QZ

40 Cambodia's sentencing of Journalist over CoViD-19 Comment a threat to Freedoms, media groups say Voice of america (Voa khmer) 9-oct-2020 english https://bit.ly/3dqa1h1

41 iFJ urges Cambodia to investigate murder of journalist international Federation of Journalists (iFJ) 6-oct-2020 english https://bit.ly/3edhl4e

42 support for female journalists sought khmertimes 5-oct-2020 english https://bit.ly/3sClXlu

43 Journalist handed 18-month sentence for incitement CamboJa news 5-oct-2020 english https://bit.ly/3uuocXw

44 CamboJa រិះគន់ការកាត់ទោសអ្នកកាសេតតាមចេបាប់ពេហ្មទណ្ឌ និងស្នើឲេយដោះលេងអ្នកកាសេតផេសេងទៀត ដេលាប់ឃុំ Radio France internationale (RFi ) 5-oct-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/2phQlbs

45 new law urged to protect Cambodian female journalists union of Catholic asian news 5-oct-2020 english https://bit.ly/2RnRtlF

46 ខេមបូចា ថ្កេលទោសការវយបេហរទៅលើអ្នកកាសេត news Room Cambodia 1-oct-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3txDis4

47 Journalists attacked after reporting forestry crime CamboJa news 30-sep-2020 english https://bit.ly/32rVyah

48 រយៈពេលបីខេចុងកេេយនេះ យ៉េងតិចអ្នកកាសេត១៥នក់ ទទួលរងអំពើហិងេសា koh santapheap 30-sep-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3weiCvQ

49 អង្គកការព័ត៌មានពេួយយបារម្ភពីសុវត្ថិភាពអ្នកសារព័ត៌មាន កេេយមានករណីសា្លេប់ និងអំពើហិងេសាបេឆំងអ្នកកាសេត Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 30-sep-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3xark9o

50 អ្នកកាសេតរងរបួស២នក់ ដាក់ពាកេយបណ្តឹង«ប៉ុនប៉ងវយសមា្លេប់« កេេយាយការណ៍បទល្មើសពេេឈើ Voice of america (Voa khmer) 30-sep-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3twf6a1
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51 អ្នកសារព័ត៌មានបួននក់រងការវយបេហរកេេយាយការណ៍ពីការដឹកជញ្ជូនឈើៅតេបូងឃ្មុំ Voice of Democracy (VoD) 30-sep-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3sxYYfm

52 អ្នកសារព័ត៌មានត្អូញត្អេរពីផលលំបាកក្នុងការទទួលព័ត៌មានអំឡុងពេលាលដាលជំងឺកូវីដ១៩ newsroom Cambodia 29-sep-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/32g0uCp

53 សង្គកមសុីវិលស្នើឲេយរដា្ឋេភិបាលពន្លឿនការអនុម័តចេបាប់ស្តីពីសិទ្ធិទទួលបានព័ត៌មានតេឹមឆ្នេំនេះ Radio France internationale (RFi ) 23-sep-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3rbiss8

54 Joint project promotes women’s participation in decision making khmertimes 13-aug-2020 english https://bit.ly/3gmkcgh

55 ពិធីចុះកិច្ចពេមពេៀងផ្ដល់ជំនួយហិរញ្ញវត្ថុដល់សា្ថេប័នដេគូចំនួន៩ៅកម្ពុា កេេមជំនួយ eu/siDa thmeythmey 12-aug-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3tzvu2x

56 51 people warned or arrested over fake news this year khmertimes 6-aug-2020 english https://bit.ly/3nbRleh

57 រដ្ឋមន្តេីកេសួងព័ត៌មានថា មន្តេីតេូវតេធ្វើការាមួយបេព័ន្ធផេសព្វផេសាយ khmertimes 6-aug-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3antttQ

58 Risk of Disease, Food shortages, Fish extinctions as mekong Faces severe Drought: Researcher news Room Cambodia 28-Jul-2020 english https://bit.ly/2Rhe8ol

59 New UNESCO handbook to help journalists fight disinformation is now available in Khmer language unesCo 24-Jul-2020 english https://bit.ly/3gozj6p

60 Cambodia’s top Court Rejects appeals by ex-RFa Reporters, labor activist in blow to press Freedom Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 15-Jul-2020 english https://bit.ly/3gjtQoR

61 តុលាការកំពូលសមេេចចេេនចោលបណ្តឹងជំទាស់របស់អតីតបុគ្គកលិកវិទេយុាសុីសេរី Voice of Democracy (VoD) 15-Jul-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3dupuJ3

62 supreme Court sends Rath Rott mony’s case for retrial CamboJa news 15-Jul-2020 english https://bit.ly/3twiw7p

63 supreme Court upholds Retrial Verdict for Journalists thmeythmey 15-Jul-2020 english https://bit.ly/2QDpjqm

64 អង្គកការការពារអ្នកកាសេតទទូចឲេយទមា្លេក់ចោលបទចោទបេឆំងអតីតអ្នកកាសេតាសីុសេរី និងអ្នកបកបេេឲេយសារព័ត៌មានរុសេសី Rt Voice of america (Voa khmer) 15-Jul-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3xiuems

65 យុត្តិធម៌សមេេប់អ្នកកាសេតលោកឃឹម សំបូរ និងកូនបេុស ១២ឆ្នេំ កេេយឃតកម្ម Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 12-Jul-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3sxt5iX

66 new media network emerged amid the worst of media freedom in Cambodia Fojo media institution 10-Jul-2020 english https://bit.ly/3mZYQVi

67 Supreme Court hears cases of jailed RT fixer, former RFA journalists CamboJa news 2-Jul-2020 english https://bit.ly/3elge38

68 Cambodia’s use of incitement law Chills press Freedom Voice of america 2-Jul-2020 english https://bit.ly/3su5haQ

69 Cambodian newspaper publisher arrested over Facebook posts international press institute 30-Jun-2020 english https://bit.ly/3aozRwk

70 សមត្ថកិច្ចបញ្ជូនចាងហ្វេងកាសេតាតិខ្មេរទៅតុលាការ Voice of Democracy (VoD) 27-Jun-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/39vCFRo

71 newspaper publisher arrested over Facebook posts CamboJa news 27-Jun-2020 english https://bit.ly/3daJsvl

72 អ្នកយកព័ត៌មានសុំពនេយារពេលចូលបំភ្លឺតុលាការ ខណៈមានដីកាឲេយបំភ្លឺករណីញុះញង់ phnom penh post (ppp) 15-Jun-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/2o7mnss

73 កម្ពុាអនុញ្ញេតឲេយវិទេយុក្នុងសេុកផេសាយបន្តកម្មវិធីព័ត៌មានរបស់ Voa ឡើងវិញ Radio France internationale (RFi ) 16-may-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3rDbtYi

74 ទិវសេរីភាពសារព័ត៌មានពិភពលោក៖ «កម្ពុាតេូវការអ្នកសារព័ត៌មាន ដេលាចាយការណ៍ដោយសេរ»ី Radio France internationale (RFi ) 3-may-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3rb5qlp

75 លោក ណុប វី៖ ឆ្នេំ២០២០ សេរីភាពសារព័ត៌មានកម្ពុារីកចំរីនតិចតួច បើធៀបនឹងឆ្នេំមុនៗ Radio France internationale (RFi ) 3-may-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3rbieng

76 សេរីភាពសេរីភាពសារព័ត៌មានៅកម្ពុា ស្ថិតក្នុងសា្ថេនភាពបេបណា? VaYo 3-may-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3swoRb9
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77 pm: media enjoys uncensored publication phnom penh post (ppp) 3-may-2020 english https://bit.ly/3v1fiax

78 ខេមបូចា និង opCC ថា សេរីភាពសារព័ត៌មានកម្ពុាបន្តរឹតតេបិតកេេមឥទ្ធិពលអ្នកមានអំណាច Voice of Democracy (VoD) 3-may-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3v3zad8

79 Cambodia: Journalists often risk their own safety just to do their jobs international Federation of Journalists (iFJ) 2-may-2020 english https://bit.ly/3ee1z9b

80 កម្មវិធីទូរទសេសន៍ាសុីសេរី សមេេប់យប់ថ្ងេសុកេ ទី០១ ខេឧសភា ឆ្នេំ ២០២០ Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 1-may-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/32tww4c

81 កេុមឃ្លេំមើលសេរីភាពសារព័ត៌មានបង្ហេញថា សេរីភាពសារព័ត៌មានៅកម្ពុាកាន់តេាកេក់ឡើង Voice of america (Voa khmer) 1-may-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3x9XeDq

82 Jailed journalists at risk of ‘death sentence’ amid Covid-19 CamboJa news 29-apr-2020 english https://bit.ly/32vbtVg

83 លោក ណុប វី៖ ការអប់រំៅតេាជមេើសល្អដើមេបីរុញអ្នកកាសេតខ្លះឱេយដើរលើផ្លូវវិា្ជេជីវៈនិងកេមសីលធម៌ Radio France internationale (RFi ) 27-apr-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3sDQk6Z

84 អ្នកសារព័ត៌មានបញ្ចេញទសេសនៈផេសេងៗគ្នេក្នុងទិវសេរីភាពសារព័ត៌មាន Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 25-apr-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3sxukDe

85 អង្គកការអ្នកសារព័ត៌មានគ្មេនពេំដេនចាត់ថា្នេក់សេរីភាពសារព័ត៌មានៅកម្ពុាបន្តធ្លេក់ចុះ Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 22-apr-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3mYfefx

86 សម្ព័ន្ធអ្នកសារព័ត៌មានកម្ពុាទាមទារឱេយដោះលេងលោក សុវណ្ណ រិទ្ធី Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 12-apr-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3x8yRj9

87 លោក ណុប វី៖ បិទការធ្វើដំណើរពីខេត្តមួយទៅខេត្តមួយ គឺាចប៉ះពាល់ចំពោះការចុះយកព័ត៌មានរបស់អ្នកកាសេត Radio France internationale (RFi ) 11-apr-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3fviDwq

88 សម្ព័ន្ធអ្នកសារព័ត៌មានាតិ និងអន្តរាតិ ស្នើរដា្ឋេភិបាលឱេយដោះលេងលោក សុវណ្ណ រិទ្ធី Voice of Democracy (VoD) 11-apr-2020 khmer https://bit.ly/3v3Cgxo

89 Journalist arrested for repeating hun sen’s advice to motorbike taxi drivers CamboJa news 8-apr-2020 english https://bit.ly/3tJptls

90 RFa journalists maintain innocence as they appeal reinvestigation CamboJa news 24-Dec-2019 english https://bit.ly/3anzxYk

91 new network of journalists vows to promote press freedom and independent media in Cambodia global Voices 18-Dec-2019 english https://bit.ly/3anbc50

92 សមា្ភេសសា្ថេបនិកសម្ព័ន្ធអ្នកសារព័ត៌មាន ខេមបូចា CamboJa Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 13-Dec-2019 khmer https://bit.ly/32s07uX

93 សម្ព័ន្ធអ្នកសារព័ត៌មានកម្ពុាថ្មីមួយ ឈ្មេះ ខេមបូចា (CamboJa) តេូវបានសម្ពេធបើកាផ្លូវការ Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 12-Dec-2019 khmer https://bit.ly/3sww0be

94 Cambodia: two reporters arrested covering return of opposition leader international Federation of Journalists (iFJ) 15-nov-2019 english https://bit.ly/2QemieQ

95 poipet military police Detain VoD Journalists for three hours Voice of Democracy (VoD) 11-nov-2019 english https://bit.ly/3n0b8it

96 two reporters detained over coverage of Rainsy’s planned return khmertimes 10-nov-2019 english https://bit.ly/3tzycoJ

97 កេុមអ្នកសារព័ត៌មានកម្ពុាអំពាវនវទៅរដា្ឋេភិបាលឱេយធនសេរីភាពសមេេប់អ្នកសារព័ត៌មាន Voice of Democracy (VoD) 10-nov-2019 khmer https://bit.ly/3dtjabe

98 Journalists Form a new press association, plan to protect at Risk Reporters Voice of america (Voa khmer) 23-oct-2019 english https://bit.ly/3aj2emn

99 កេសួងព័ត៌មាន អនុញ្ញេតឲេយកេុមអ្នកសារព័ត៌មានឯកាជេយបង្កើតសម្ព័ន្ធអ្នកសារព័ត៌មានកម្ពុា Radio Free asia ( RFa ) 22-oct-2019 khmer https://bit.ly/2p0opkX

100 Court date for RFa journalists’ verdict announced CamboJa news 9-aug-2019 english https://bit.ly/2QCQQ0m
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The governing board is formed by working journalists who have a strong commitment to 
counter media rights violations and promote professionalism. however, due to limited 
experience and knowledge in organizational development, financial management procedures, 
project management, etc, more capacity development opportunities are needed to fill this 
gap. with support from DanChurchaid, some opportunities have been created to strengthen 
governance and management capacity, but the trainings have been delayed due to the 
worsening situation of CoViD-19 in the country. 

Inadequate financial and human resources are also key challenges for CamboJa’s operation. 
since the association was established, CamboJa’s founding members have spent a lot of time 
and personal budget to keep the network moving. After its official registration at the Ministry of 
information and the launch event in December 2019, CamboJa had only one donor to support 
the salary of one senior journalist. we did not have adequate funding to cover operational costs 
including the office rental fee, or the salaries of the executive director and project coordinator. 
in early 2020, founding member and executive director of CamboJa, may titthara, stepped 
down to find other source of income to sustain his family’s livelihood. However, he remains on 
the board of CamboJa to date. nop Vy, who was the founding member and the board director 
at the time, was elected to be the new executive director. At the same time, the first deputy 
board director, Yon sineat, was appointed to be the acting board director until a new board 
director, prak Chan thul, was elected to be the chairman. it was a critical time for the survival 
of the newly formed association. thanks to the founding members’ strong spirit of solidarity 
and willingness to make personal sacrifices, the team worked on a voluntary basis and ramped 
up their efforts to mobilize resources for CamboJA. Around six months later, a few donors 
offered their support to CamboJA and formed a partnership to implement short-term projects. 
subsequently, through generous support from DanChurchaid, CamboJa was connected with 
other funding sources and was offered not only funding but also technical support in terms of 
policy development and governance strengthening advice. Even though the number of staff 
members gradually increased in 2020, the budget for personnel cost remains insufficient. Due 
to limited resources, though the organization is committed to safety and security protection 
for staff members, its ability to implement those protections is also restricted. 

The CoviD-19 pandemic had a lot of negative impact on CamboJa’s planned activities. the 
physical event for world press Freedom Day in 2020 was transformed to a virtual event with 
limited numbers of participants and limited interactions given the nature of the online event. 
CamboJa also suspended some of the training courses. some of the training courses were 
not able to be held in a virtual format as they required face-to-face engagement and practice. 
the outbreak also caused some disruptions to CamboJa news production, since infection risks 
were always a major concern for field reporters who need to travel to gather information—
especially from the provinces. 

The social and political atmosphere challenging for journalists including CamboJA’s staff, 
especially when government officials express negative reactions to some statements issued 
by CamboJa or to joint statements issued with other partners. the continued harassment 
against journalists is still a great concern for CamboJa’s reporters and freelance journalists 
who cover sensitive issues. 

CamboJA’s operations were also affected by unclear guidelines and regulations from the 
government, especially in terms of the registration process. in 2019, CamboJa was advised 
to register only with the Ministry of Information which offered only a one-year licence 
and required organizations to apply for renewal every year. a year later, the ministry of 
information required CamboJa to register itself with the ministry of interior to be in line with 
the controversial ngo law. through this process, CamboJa encountered a lot of challenges 
while trying to register at both ministries. since its legal status was often questioned by some 
donors, the delay in getting a license from the government also significantly restricted its 
progress. it also caused a delay to the registration process with the general Department of 
taxation. 

Coordinating with freelance journalists is also a challenge. to ensure that news reporting 
opportunities are fairly delivered to freelance journalists, CamboJa news editor-in-chief 
who is the only full-time editor in house, continues to spend a lot of time coordinating with 
freelancers and provide them with needed editorial support. CamboJA’s current financial 
state has yet to permit the recruitment of more human resource such as full-time editors, 
photojournalists, and video journalists to fulfil the newsroom’s growing demand. Such 
constraints have affected the speed of publication in both Khmer and English language in 
comparison to other digital news outlets. 

CamboJa has documented harassment cases against journalists and published the findings 
in its first annual report entitled “Cambodian Journalism Situation 2020” released in the first 
quarter of 2021. since some cases are hidden and unreported by media, the Research & 
advocacy team had to spend a lot of time digging out those cases and conducting investigation 
when needed. the documentation process was also limited by the lack of cooperation and 
information sharing between local authorities and judicial actors. mostly, the team had to 
rely on its media network circle to uncover media-related cases across the country in the 
context of risks and limited resources.
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The most vital role of a journalists/media association is to mobilize support and draw 
people’s attention to important issues that are vital to democracy. During its launch ceremony 
on December 13, 2019, CamboJa brought together more than 200 key development partners, 
including representatives from foreign embassies, high-ranking government officials, NGOs, 
ingos, and journalists. networking time allowed everyone to interact with one another and 
exchange perspectives about the existence of CamboJa. the birth of CamboJa attracted a lot of 
media coverage locally and internationally which creates a powerful basis for the subsequent 
growth of CamboJa. through this experience, CamboJa believes important things cannot 
emerge without strong networking and stakeholder engagement.

CamboJa has far-reaching impact, having spoken out locally and globally on behalf of its 
member journalists by raising concerns related to press freedom, freedom of the internet, 
journalists’ rights, safety and security issues, and access to information. as listed in this report, 
at least 100 advocacy actions have been taken and echoed by our partners. CamboJa’s work has 
been regularly covered and cited by media. this underscores CamboJa’s great understanding 
of the role of media in making positive change in society. In spite of its scarce financial and 
human resources, the CamboJa team has always tried all possible avenues to maximize the 
impact of its work through media engagement.

Safety and security risk assessment shall be highly considered at all stages of our work 
especially when dealing with investigative processes or sensitive issues. For example, following 
the experience in investigating the case of detained journalist and radio station owner sok 
oudom, CamboJa learned that risk assessments must be conducted prior to undertaking 
investigations even in low-profile cases and mitigation measures should be in place before 
sending any staff to the field.

to ensure safety and security of participants during trainings or meetings, CamboJa has 
been vigilant in selecting venues even if the place is widely trusted. we have received feedback 
from trainers and partner organizations on security and consider this as our top priority. we 
took this advice earnestly and thus decided to choose Diakonia ecumenical Center phnom 
penh, which previously hosted trainings for several civil society organizations that work on 
promoting human rights and freedom of expression. however, following a new pandemic-
related rule, the venue coordinator requested a picture of the participants on each day of the 
training, citing a requirement from authorities as part of CoViD-19 protection measures. 

we have also learned that there is a very limited number of local journalists who can 
deliver advanced-level reporting training. Finding senior journalists who are specialized in 
reporting serious topics such as human trafficking, labor rights, land rights, and investigative 
journalism and who can be trainers has been a challenging task. either their schedules are 
fully packed with full-time jobs or they have not had much experience in hosting trainings. 
therefore, it is important to produce more human resources with expertise in these important 
subjects. 
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